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ABSTRACT 

Vedic literatures in India even kingdom using flying machines which were powered using the sun. This paper 

contains implementation of mobile charger based on heat energy. In twenty first century, we have come across an 

extended manner in developing photovoltaic cells which can be the devices powering in our future, converting sun’s 

strength into electrical strength. This paper is going to set the usage of non -traditional power thermal energy for 

cellular battery charging. As like solar chargers the Thermoelectric generators, TEG] based chargers are simple, 

portable and geared up to use gadgets which can be used by every person particularly in far flung areas. Wherever 

there is an availability of waste heat the mobile can be charged by simply placing the charger on the surface. The 

cost of the charger also reduced due to the less cost of the TEG when compared to the solar PV. Both photovoltaic 

panels and thermoelectric generators does not supply regulated voltage at the same time for batteries need so for 

charging. Hence, an outside adjustable voltage regulator is used to have the preferred regular voltage. The result will 

prove the improvement in efficiency and economic by comparing with solar PV and the TEG. This paper concludes 

that the effective utilization of heat energy from anywhere and has better efficiency compared to Solar charger.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Thermoelectric power generator works on the principle of Thermoelectric effect .The thermos electric 

effect was discovered by See beck in 1822, who observed an electric flow when one junction of two dissimilar 

metals, joined at two poles, was heated while other junction was kept at minimum temperature. Systematic look at 

started on thermoelectricity among about 1885 and 1910. In the year of 1910 Edmund Altenkirch, a German scientist, 

satisfactorily calculated the capable efficiency of thermoelectric generators (TEG) and depicted the parameters of 

the materials needed to construct practical gadgets. Unfortunately, steel conductors had been the best materials to be 

had on the time, rendering it unfeasible to build thermoelectric generators with an efficiency of more than 

approximately five percentage.  

In the year of 1940 a semiconductor- based generator with a conversion performance of four percent were 

developed. After 1950, notwithstanding multiplied studies and development, profits in thermoelectric energy 

generating efficiency had been rather small, with efficiencies of not lots extra than ten percent with the aid of the 

past 1980. Better thermoelectric materials might be required in an effort to pass much past this overall performance 

degree. On each event it is not doable to charge versatile batteries wherever whenever so we design this portable 

charger from which we can charge the Cell battery wherever whenever. In this paper we're the use of the concept of 

harvesting through the use of solar power and heat energy for battery charging reason.  

By using this we can price our cell battery in remote areas where there's a trouble of power. Value of this 

circuitry may be reduced to positive expand so that common man can buy without any problem that and get gain 

from that. We will deliver the wide scope to this challenge through making positive modifications and we will use 

this charger for exceptional handsets. Additionally amendment to this project can be applying to any battery operated 

devices like laptop. This undertaking may be divided into foremost parts that are hardware and software development. 

The hardware development consists of the solar panel connection, charging and manipulate circuit and 

microcontroller. The software program traits encompass the microcontroller programming. 

 
Figure.1. Block Diagram 

Photovoltaic Module: Photovoltaic (PV) is a technique for making electrical force by changing over sunshine based 

radiation into direct current power utilizing semiconductors that show the photovoltaic impact. Photovoltaic force 

time utilizes sun arranged burdens up made out of various light based cells containing a photovoltaic material. 

Materials in a matter of minutes utilized for photovoltaic’s join mono crystalline silicon, polycrystalline silicon, 

undefined silicon, and cadmium telluride and copper indium gallium selenide / sulphide. 

Sunlight based pv module or sun fuelled module is a bundled, related amassing of photovoltaic cells. The 

sun controlled board can be utilized as a bit of more noteworthy photovoltaic structure to make and supply power. 

Since a solitary sun fuelled board can make just a restricted measure of force, most establishments contain diverse 

sheets. A photovoltaic framework normally intertwines a gathering of sun controlled sheets, an inverter, and every 
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so often a sun orchestrated tracker also, interconnection wiring. Electrical affiliations are made in game-plan to 

satisfy a required yield voltage and/or in parallel to give a required current limit. The principle wires that take the 

current off the sheets may contain silver, copper or other non-engaging conductive move metals. The telephones 

must be connected electrically to each other and to the straggling remains of the framework. 

TEG: A thermoelectric module is a circuit containing thermoelectric materials that produce power from warmth 

clearly. A thermoelectric module contains two distinctive thermoelectric materials joining in their terminations: a n-

sort (oppositely charged); and a p-sort (earnestly charged) semiconductors. A quick electric current will stream in 

the circuit when there is a temperature refinement between the two materials. All things considered, the present 

degree has a comparing relationship with the temperature contrast. (i.e., the more the temperature differentiate, the 

higher the current.)  

Thermoelectric generators are strong state heat motors that work as indicated by the Seebeck Effect – a 

hypothesis that claims a temperature contrast crosswise over thermoelectric material can be changed over 

straightforwardly into electrical force. A Thermoelectric generator is made of numerous sets of p-sort and n-sort 

components. The p-sort components are made of semiconductor materials doped such that the charge bearers are 

certain (openings) and Seebeck coefficient is sure. The n-sort components are made of semiconductor material doped 

such that the charge bearers are negative (electrons) and the Seebeck coefficient is negative. 

 
Figure.2. Diagramatic Repesentation Of Thermoelectric Generator 

Interfacing a p-sort component to a n-sort component makes a voltage potential over the intersection. This 

voltage potential is corresponding to the distinctions in the Seebeck coefficient in every component and the 

temperature of the intersection. When one electrically interfaces a p-sort component to the n-sort component, the 

portable openings in the p-sort component "see" the versatile electrons in the n-sort component and move just to the 

opposite side of the intersection. 

In application, thermoelectric modules in power period work in astoundingly exceptional mechanical and 

warm conditions. Since they work in high temperature edge, the modules are obligated to far reaching thermally 

affected tensions and strains for drawn out extends of time. They also are subject to mechanical depletion brought 

on by immeasurable number of warm cycles. Accordingly, the crossing points and materials must be picked with the 

objective that they survive these compelling mechanical and warm conditions. Also, the module must be made such 

that the two thermoelectric materials are thermally in parallel, yet electrically in game plan. The profitability of 

thermoelectric modules are massively affected by its geometrical blueprint. 

Charge Controller: The charge controller serves as an interface between the current created by the module and the 

battery charging in the midst of the day. The battery is neutralized from over-present or over-charging by the charge 

controller. The charge controller is an electronic circuit including an operational enhancer (related in comparator 

mode), an electronic switch (transistor) and an electromechanical switch (hand-off). 

Battery: Batteries change over synthetic energy specifically to electrical energy. A battery comprises of some 

number of voltaic cells. Every cell comprises of two half cells associated in arrangement by a conductive electrolyte 

contains positive ions and negative ions. One half-cell incorporates electrolyte and the negative anode, the terminal 

to which anions (contains charged particles) move, the other half-cell incorporates electrolyte and the positive 

cathode to which cations (electrically charged particles) relocate. Redox reactions control the battery. Cations are 

decreased (electrons are included) at the cathode amid charging, while anions are oxidized (electrons are evacuated) 

at the anode amid charging. Amid release, the procedure is turned around. The terminals don't touch each other, 

however are electrically associated by the electrolyte 

Mobile Port: A mobile port is a connection point or interface between a computer and an external or internal device, 

a port is generally a specific place for being physically connected to some other device, usually with a socket and 

plug of some kind.  

System Operation: The solar panel and thermoelectric generator tracks the sunlight and the heat and these both are 

used to convert light /heat energy to electrical energy .The output power from solar and TEG is feed to charge 

controller, The electric power is used to charge the battery and the charge controller embedded in the mobile port 

system is used to prevent overcharging of the battery. The photovoltaic cells detect light and whereas thermoelectric 

generator detects the heat and generates the energy, the generated energy is stored in the battery, whenever energy 

is needed battery delivers the stored energy through the mobile port. 
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Figure.3. Simulation Setup 

Applications: For low-control convenient gadgets, similar to number calculators or little fans, a photovoltaic panel 

might be a sensible solid source instead of a battery. In different circumstances, for example, sun oriented battery 

chargers, watches, and electric lamps the photovoltaic panel is utilized to create power that is put away in batteries 

for later utilize. By utilizing over voltage protection circuit we can ensure our battery from over charging. Charge 

release control circuit contain two-way Switch. It gets dynamic when voltage surpasses above edge voltage level. 

4. CONCLUSION 

India is facing an intense acute lack which is hampering its mechanical development and financial 

advancement. Setting up of new power plants is definitely subject to import of exceedingly unstable fossil fills. 

Along these lines, it is key to handle the energy crisis through reasonable use of inexhaustible the renewable energy 

assets, for example, biomass energy, sun oriented energy, wind energy and geothermal energy. Aside from expanding 

the energy supply, renewable assets will help India in relieving environmental change. India is intensely reliant on 

fossil fills for its energy needs. A large portion of the force era is done by coal and mineral oil-based force plants 

which contribute vigorously to nursery gasses outflow. 
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